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TTHE HEADLINE of this column is also the name of a book I received as a youngster; it still has a
black and white printed sticker inside the front cover, depicting a silhouetted boy sitting in a tree,
reading. My name and “A book is a new adventure” surround the boy, along with images of a cowboy
on a bucking bronco, an Indian in a canoe, an airplane and a schooner (the boat not the beer glass!).

For nearly 40 years I’ve occasionally browsed through this book. Its photographs run from a shot
at the Polo Grounds in 1890, where the outfield is ringed by spectators taking in the game from their
buggies, horses tied to a rope, to a shocked Harvey Haddix, who pitched 12 perfect innings in 1959
but still lost the game, 1-0, in the 13th, to a sequence of Brooks Robinson stealing another hit from
the Big Red Machine in the 1970 World Series.

Paging through this book, which includes lots of pictures as well as chapters on strategy, pitching,
hitting and other topics, including “The Salaried Elite” ($100,000 was termed “huge”) sometimes
leaves me yearning for simpler times. Always, it makes me wish I could once again be on a green dia-
mond, knowing I will never run out of grass to catch that fly ball if I just can get there fast enough.
Balls smacking leather. Wood cracking cowhide. Spitting as much as I want. Baseball.

Here’s where a lot of folks start to whine about the state of today’s game. The obscene money, per-
formance enhancing drugs, hitters’ body armor, tiny strike zones, the readjusting of gloves after every
pitch, how you cannot pitch inside any longer, the homerun celebration garbage, etc. And as an old
schooler, I share those thoughts, I really do—but I’m tired of hating on the game. Because it’s not the
game, at least at the higher levels, it’s the people playing and running the game.

I have a 10-year-old son who can’t wait to get back out on that field and play baseball. He doesn’t
know what it “used to be” and he doesn’t care. He cares only that he’s developing a knuckleball, that
he’ll most likely bat leadoff again, that his legs are longer so maybe he’ll be able to steal 3rd base more
easily this spring. He loves the game and couldn’t even tell you why.

Baseball’s beauty—the field itself, the unhurried pace, the chance to mess up and be a hero all in
the same play is part of what draws so many of us to it each spring despite the mess at the top.

The professionals don’t own baseball, Americans do. This, our, great game.
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TTHE ECONOMY has been the topic throughout the country for several months. It is hard to find a
place where it hasn’t affected how we do our jobs or impacted our personal lives. The STMA is closely
watching how economic factors influence our membership and the association. We know that budgets
are under a microscope, and during these tight economic times educational opportunities and associa-
tion memberships are the first to be cut.

The STMA Board of Directors, staff and committees are focused on providing an increase in mem-
bership value through affordable education and membership opportunities. We have added lots of
technical content to our members-only area of the website, and information to our public side. Easily
accessible, these resources provide management techniques to help you do your jobs better. Our on-
line courses are very low cost and provide a great learning tool for your staff. Look for more sessions
online this spring.

The STMA Annual Conference has been the one place that brings together timely and relevant
education, networking and new industry technology. Your Board realizes that not everyone is able to
travel to the annual conference, and we have put in motion several new opportunities. First, we have
placed the session handouts and presentations from the 2009 conference online for your use. Next, we
have developed regional conferences that will take place this summer in the Midwest and Northeast.
These will provide an affordable, national conference experience that is easily accessible without air
travel. We are also working on a conference model for 2010 that will provide value-priced education
and allow you an affordable opportunity to bring your family to experience Disney in Orlando.

Committees are now set and have started their work. Now more than ever, they are a critical cog in
the STMA’s wheelhouse, and they truly are the work horses of the association. The economy is squeez-
ing all of us, but the willingness of our members to share their time and talents has been significant.
STMA has had an outpouring of volunteer support for committee service. Thank you to all members
who are actively participating in committee work! The focus for committee work this year is to pro-
vide value and education to the members of the organization. Look for updates on the great work that
committees are doing throughout the year. 

The STMA has reached another milestone; we now have 100 Certified Sports Field Managers
(CSFM). It is an amazing achievement for all the certified members as well as for the association. The
certification program has helped STMA and its members have a very visible means to be recognized as
leaders in the industry. Certification confirms that these individuals have committed themselves to a
high standard of continuing education and management practices. I would encourage all members to
pursue certification. In addition to the personal and professional validation that you will receive, you
are helping to elevate STMA and the entire industry to a status that will earn more respect from fans,
athletes and our employers. 

Abby McNeal
CSFM

Abby.McNeal@is.mines.edu

STMA strives to 
increase membership value
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Tools
& Equipment

W
hat could be more exciting for a turf

manager than to have the opportuni-

ty to start a program from the very

beginning, to literally build one from the ground

up? In August 2006, I was blessed with that

opportunity by the city of Lenoir in North

Carolina.

The city had a very basic program in place,

devoted only to occasional mowing and infre-

quent fertilization. As I began to assess their

needs, it became obvious that I was going to

have to design and implement a turf manage-

ment strategy that would necessarily impact

every phase of the operation.

In some ways, building a program this way—

from seeding, fertilization and cultivation up to

cutting patterns and paint—is less problematic

than coming into a program that requires a

manager to focus on fixing or on healing a field

that has been mired in a very basic turf man-

agement program.

Here, I had the opportunity to make some of

the most important, most fundamental deci-

sions that a turf manager makes. It was exciting

to realize that I was going to be in a position to

prevent many of the most recurrent, most cost-

ly and time-consuming problems that already

mature fields face over a lifetime of use.

I knew I was going to have to begin imple-

menting my turf strategy for Lenoir where the

real work begins: in the sheds and tool bins. A

quick inventory revealed that equipment would

have to be purchased, and that we were going

to have to acquire more specialized tools.

The turf manager’s most important piece of

equipment is the tractor. A versatile 20-hp trac-

tor is sufficient for performing many of the rou-

tine tasks necessary for developing and main-

taining healthy turf.  A loader is needed for

moving dirt, sand and topdressing material. A

core aerator is another imperative. The tow-

behind models are adequate, but I prefer the

three-point hitch variety because they offer

some added maneuverability.

The aerator is one of those items that

should be near the very top of the list of must-

have equipment. A fertilizer spreader, with

300-400-pound capacity, is also a necessity,

and the type that attaches to the three-point

hitch on the tractor is, in my experience, the

best option.

For spreading chemicals and other liquids,

a durable sprayer is an indispensable piece of

equipment. There are tow-behinds that have

their own motor, but my preference is for one

that attaches to the three-point hitch and gets

its power from the tractor’s PTO.

And of course, the mower 
One of the most important pieces of equip-

ment is the mower. We decided on two Toro

3505D rotary mowers because that model has

outstanding cutting and striping abilities. Some

turf managers prefer reel mowers. While it is

true that they give a finer cut, we thought it pru-

dent in our situation to anticipate and avoid the

high costs associated with maintaining them. If

a turf manager does not have a full-time

mechanic on staff or at least easy access to

one, then I would strongly recommend using

the newer rotary class mowers.

We have approximately 24 acres to keep

mowed. Because there are only two of us, it is

a given that we will often be mowing wet turf.

After considering all the variables involved, we

knew the rotary mowers would work very well

there. With all the equipment delineated here

in your inventory, you can expect to have what

you will need to do an excellent job of manag-

ing your turf.

To manage the infields and dirt areas of

your fields, there are other specialized pieces

of equipment that you can expect to need. An

infield machine for smoothing and scarifying is

perhaps the most important piece of equip-

ment you will use on dirt. If one cannot be

appropriated, then the tractor can be used to

pull smoothing drags and nail drags. The

loader on the tractor is useful for moving dirt

and sand, but it is also a sound implement for

rough grading dirt areas.

A number of hand tools will have to be

included in your inventory. Infield rakes are

very important. I prefer one that can be pur-

chased by catalog or online from Gempler’s.

Their 24-inch rake is the best I have ever used.

Leaf or spring-tine rakes are a necessity, and

they should be purchased with durability and

soundness in mind. You want rakes that will

endure over time. Shovels, flat edge and round

point, are obviously a must, and I like to keep a

large snow shovel on hand for scooping rocks

and loose material.

To manage the areas of the field where the

grass and dirt meet, certain other specialized

tools are needed. A gas-powered spin edger is

essential to maintaining clean, crisp edges. I

am a big fan of the Turfco Edge Rite, a machine

that does an excellent job of not only cutting the

grass but also of cutting underneath the grass,

so you won’t have to use a shovel to loosen it. If

you are managing bermudagrass or other

creeping variety, the Edge Rite works perfectly.

To measure and layout fields, you will need

at least three large tape measures. I use two

300-foot tapes and one 400 to layout soccer

fields. You may have to special order the 400-

foot tape because that size is not commonly

Starting a turf management
program “from the ground up”
By George Trivett, CSFM

After

Before
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available, but it is well worth having around.

I ordered one from a local building supply store.

Of course, it is always helpful to have a sound

spring-loaded tape measure in your box because,

as you know, one cannot expect to have someone

around to hold the other end.

Other necessities
It is extremely important to have a wide range

of wrenches, socket sets, both standard and met-

ric, screwdrivers, drive attachments, drill bits, and

other small hand tools available for performing

maintenance on your other tools and equipment.

An air compressor, in my opinion, is an absolute

must. They are perfect for clearing debris from all

your primary pieces of equipment and their

attachments. An air compressor will help to

ensure that your equipment’s tires are inflated

properly so they will always provide safe operation

and not wear prematurely. It is also needed to

power your other air tools. I cannot overempha-

size the importance of having a strong, reliable

air compressor in your inventory. It was one of the

first pieces of equipment I purchased.

You will certainly need to purchase painting or

spraying equipment for putting down lines and

logos. You will choose from aerosol or bulk paint.

With aerosol, you can anticipate having very little

cleanup. The bulk paint will require extensive

cleanup time, but it is best for large logos and for

preparing a number of fields quickly. We use

aerosol for painting foul/fair lines and for lining all

the soccer fields.

Human factor
Before a single tool is sharpened or piece of

equipment fired, turf managers have to consider

the human factor. I cannot stress enough how

important it is to have the commitment and sup-

port of your supervisors in order to devise and

implement a successful turf management pro-

gram. Whether you are building a municipal pro-

gram or developing one for schools, it is absolute-

ly essential for you to have the support and com-

mitment of the individuals and boards who pro-

vide the leadership and the funding. The best way

to gain their support is by showing them how the

fields have improved in safety and playability. I rec-

ommend always taking before-and-after pictures.

You will find video useful, too, because pictures

and tape provide sound evidence of progress. In

these necessarily strict days of accountability, pic-

tures become invaluable resources for explaining,

defending, or supporting your capital needs for

decision makers. Pictures and video will help pro-

vide support for your strategies, your decisions,

and for your needs to budget writers. 

Archiving pictures and video also provides doc-

umentary evidence of the seasonal, practical, or

experimental initiatives that you have implement-

ed in the past. They provide sound anecdotal evi-

dence of what worked or what did not work in a

certain area. They will be invaluable to your suc-

cessors, and they will be informative, over time, to

you as your program and your fields mature.

You can show the people who use and/or fund

the fields how much they have improved after

being subjected to the rigors of a dedicated pro-

gram. If the leadership, and the users, are confi-

dent that you are able to produce a safe, sustain-

able, cost-effective product, then you have

already made great strides towards success.

The way you manage your fields depends, of

course, on two things: the types of grasses you

want and the geographical region of your fields.

The two things that all turf managers must have

in common are: 1) a devotion to the fields and the

fields’ users and, 2) a work ethic that puts the

growing and maintenance schedules before per-

sonal schedules.

The dedication and selflessness of good turf

managers are what guarantees our clients the

safest, most durable, resilient, attractive, and

well managed fields possible. Maintaining fields,

in some ways, is like raising children. Each one is

a favorite, and, though some are more unruly

than others, each individual field has its own

unique challenges that must be discovered and

tended to with the same zeal, optimism, convic-

tion, and hope that a parent brings every day to

their job of raising children.

I hope that you will all take pride in everything

you do. At the end of the day, when the sweat,

dirt, and sand are still stinging your eyes, when

you are exhausted and sometimes frustrated, it is

my hope that you can look out over your fields

and know that your efforts are laying the ground-

work, literally, for excellence and the promise of a

long, healthy lifetime of use. Know, despite their

present condition, that you have given them your

very best that day. If you can lock those gates

knowing you have done that, then I am confident

that you are on your way to having the safest,

most attractive fields in your region. �

George Trivett, CSFM, is the sports turf man-

ager for the City of Lenoir in North Carolina. The

former STMA Board member was named the Dick

Ericson Award winner by the STMA in 1999 for

positively impacting the sports turf industry and

exhibiting team leadership qualities.

Tools
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While there is no real substitute

for grinding mower reels, there are

a couple of fairly simple options

for turf managers to consider,

ensuring that they get the most

out of their reels between each

grind. Jacobsen mowers are typi-

cally set so there is a 1/2000th-of-

an-inch gap between the reel and

bedknife during operation.

Checking mowers regularly to

maintain this setup will not only

produce the best quality-of-cut for

most sports turf applications, but

will keep both bedknives and reels

from dulling too quickly. A gap any

larger than this will allow grit, dirt

and other small objects to pass

through, wearing on the blades,

while a gap any smaller risks

contact between the reel and bed-

knife, causing each edge to dull.  

Checking mowers daily or at

least weekly to make sure the bed-

knife-to-reel set up is exactly where

it needs to be is a simple practice

that helps each mower and each

reel perform at the highest level.

Another practice that Jacobsen

recommends is backlapping reels

every couple of weeks. All

Jacobsen reel mowers are

designed to allow for on-board

backlapping, which is another

simple process to hone the reels

between grindings. For most sports

turf facilities, Jacobsen recom-

mends using an 80-grit lapping

compound. Apply the compound

and run the reel in reverse at a

reduced speed to maintain a good

edge on each blade.

These two simple processes will

go a long way toward keeping reels

sharp, but grinding reels at least

once every year is the only way to

keep them up to factory specs. �

Keeping mower reels
sharp without grinding
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